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‘ 士

{ 封面工程 ；
+ ‘

； 本期封面工程为G4216线宁南至攀；

十枝花段高速公路钒钛高新区大桥项目，由十
T四川公路桥梁建设集团勘察设计分公司j
t +

i设计。 i
} G4216线宁南至攀枝花段高速公路是+
t G4216线成都至丽江高速公路的重要组成t
i部分，是国内高速公路建设史上单体投资j
{规模最大的高速公路项目，是国家“一带一jr
t路”倡议和“长江经济带”的重大项目。 十

{ 钒钛高新区大桥是G4216线宁南至j
{攀枝花段高速公路的重要控制性工程。大i
t桥主桥跨越金沙江，为128m+245 m+128m{
T矮塔斜拉桥，主梁为c60全预应力混凝土t

；结构，高墩引桥采用钢桁一混凝土组合i
十梁。主塔采用c5f)矩形钢筋混凝土结构。{
t主塔横桥向为2．5 m，纵桥向由有索区段的十
i 5．o m渐变为塔底的8．5 n1，塔高34．9 m。 7
{ 主墩采用单箱双室钢筋混凝土空心i
十薄壁墩、桩基承台结构。宁南岸墩高115 m，}
j攀枝花岸墩高116 m。承台采用19 m×19 m t

；矩形截面，承台厚度6 m。每墩16根桩，i
：

十桩径2．50 m。 {
t 钒钛高新区大桥于2020年5月1日t
i开工建设，主桥每个T构单侧31个标准{
{梁段，其中宁南岸主梁已悬浇至26≠≠块{
十件，攀枝花岸主梁已悬浇至25≠≠块件，主十
j桥合拢在望。 j
； 大桥建成后，有利于区域公路物流与i
}长江沿线港口的联系，是辐射带动川、滇、÷
t渝、黔的叉一通道，是G5京昆高速四川境t
i内的辅助通道。 i
■．．+。+．．+．．+。+。+．．+。+。+．．+。+。+。+．．+．．+．．+．．+．．+．．j
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Technical Essentials Points for Planning Banded Group Urhan Expressway
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ CHI Lei(1)

Abstract： With the improvement of urhanization level and continuous expansion of urhan space scale in

China，many cities have been evolved into the banded group spatial stnlctural cities． Fewer axial tramc

trunks， severe traIhc congestion， and lack of large and medium—sized puhlic transport have hecome the

important problems to puzzle the urban traf壬ic operation and hinder the urban deVelopment．The deVelopment

histoIy and t1’a位c characteristics of handed group cities are speciaUy sorted out． The key contents and

solutions needing to he considered fhr the similar cities in the planning of urhan expressway network are put

forward．

Keywords：banded group city；urban expressway；axial traffic trunk；expressway planning

Study on(I)Vera儿Scheme tor Changhe Section o±Zuoan AVenue in Principal Axis ot Y angtze RiVer in Wuhan ⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIU Yong，XIE Yihong，YIN Zuchao(5)

Abstract：Changhe Section of Zuoan Avenue in Wuhan is an important part of Zuoan Avenlle in the principal

axis of the Yan粤ze RiVer．It is a waterfront expressway with the traffic function as mainly and hoth with the

comprehensive function of sightseeing and recrea七ion．The hridge fhrm is mainly adopted．Based on the urhan

planning，comhined with the fhnctional orientation of the main tr射bc axis of Yangtze R iver，on the hasis of

fully considering the controlling factors such as Lannihu Embankment， Tongshun River， Ring IV Road

(Zuankou Yangtze River Bridge)，the natural highland of Xiaojun Mountain，Helenhergh Town，Junshan

Embankment，basic farmland，Yangtze River_Metro Line 1 6，Zhuankou Railway Special Line，etc．，the overaU

design scheme of the Changhe Section of Zuoan Avenue is studied，which provides a reference for the

planning and design of the urhan wate—Iont expressways．

Keywords：changhe section of Zuoan Avenue；overall design；expressway；embankment

Research on Extension and Reconstruction Scheme of Expressway Interchanges in Suburbs of City for Xian

Ring Expressway North Passenger Station Interchange Project ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ FAN Yan(9)
Abstract：The new traffic distrihution fhnction of the urhan road city needs to he connected to the external

expressway through an interchange．But the high density of interchanges in the ring expressway section of

the suhurhs and the small clear distance hetween the adjacent interchanges often make it difncult to

estahlish the new interchange exit．To meet the demands of the new interchange functions，the existing

interchanges are considered to use fbr reconstruction and expansion．In other words，the reconstruction

and extension of the existing interchange meet the ramps with the demand of capacity extension fhnction．

The problems existing in the reconstruction and extension of interchange，the scheme formulation，the

traffjc now check and the related considering factors are studied and discussed，the detailed design now

and the refbrred standard rules are descrihed in order to proVide the refbrence fbr the reconstruction and

extension of interchanges under the similar construction conditions．

Keywords：interchange；capacity extension and reconstruction；clear distance；ramp；traffic now；design

sneed
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Study on Node Scheme of Dafapu Interchange in Baopeng Channel of Shenzhen⋯⋯⋯⋯ HAN Baoxin(1 3)

Abstract：The construction of new urhan expressways is easily limited hy Various construction conditions in

the urban area，especially the interchange node．The problems existing in the engineering construction are

particlllarly prominent due to the large noor area of node． The construction conditions and planned

interchange scheme for the node of Dafapu Interchange in Baopeng Channel of Shenzhen are analyzed in

detail．Three interchange schemes are proposed on the premise of minimizing the impact on the intersected

roads．The three schemes are comprehensively compared ftom the aspects of traⅡjc capacity，engineering

cost，land acquisition and demolition，pipeline relocation and so on．Finally the optimal design scheme is

determined，and the analysis method of interchange nodes under the complex urhan construction conditions

is summarized．

Keywords：interchange；complex construction conditions；reconstruction；comprehensiVe comparison

Analysis on Form and Applicahility of Expressway Interchange for Jiuzhou East Extension Expressway in

Nanchang⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ SHEN Jiali(17)

Abstract：Urban expressway interchange is not only the key to realize the rapid traffic conVersion，but

also a dimcult problem in the expressway planning and design． SeVeral common fhrms of expressway

interchange are summarized． By analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of each interchange

fhrm， its scope of application is analyzed，and the applicahility of diffarent fbrms of interchange is

summarized．The steps of interchange planning and design are concluded，and the general methods of

expressway interchange design are explored．Finally，Nanchang Jiuzhou East Extension Expressway is

analyzed and verified．

KeywOrds：expressway；selection of interchange type；fhnctional analysis；application cases

Study on Interchange Reconstruction Scheme of East Mingxiu Road—Yongwu Road ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯zHOU Lang(21)

Abstract：The project is located at the intersection of East Mingxiu Road and Yongwu Road．The surrounding

land conditions are limited，the huildings are dense，and there are many factors restricting the high—voltage

lines，subways and utility tunnels，which make the construction of the project extremely difficult．Combined

with the fhnctional positioning and the surrounding status，a three—story diamond—shaped interchange

scheme is proposed．By appropriately raising the elevation of the ground intersection，a common strlJctural

tunnel with the suhway station is set up to separate the east—west straight tramc，and an oVerpass is set up in

Yongwu R oad to span the suhway station to achieve the separation of a north—south straight trafnc and to realize

the turning tramc through the ground intersection，which ensure the smooth now of traffic in the north—south

and west—east mainstreams．

Keywords：interchange；reconstruction；rhomhus；oVerpass；suhway station

Philosophical Thinking of Urhan Road Engineering Design⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯-⋯-- SAI Wanyin(25)

Abstract：The design method of modern urhan road engineering should start f●om the requirements of the

overall engineering structure，fhnctional efficiency，environmental adaptability and social harmony．At the

same timB it also focllses on the integration innovation，scientificity，empiricisrn sociality，pllhlicity’emciency

and risk of the engineering system．0n the hasis of inheritin舀suhlating and deVeloping the traditional design

methods，the modern design method will he deepened and sublimated into the oVerall design method that is

open，dynamic and systematic．The research on the philosophy method of urhan road engineering design is

carried out to help the designers more deeply understand a series of important issues such as the essenc e，

source，effbctiveness，rationality and growth model of the urhan road engineering，and the relationship

hetween knowledge and practice of urhan road engineerin岛which also helps the huilders more consciously

grasp and applythe systematic concepts，tools andphilosophical ways of thinking in the design process．

Keywords：urhan tramc；design method；philosophical thinking；urhan road；systematicness
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Research on Traf矗c Layout of High—speed Railway Stations in Typical Small and Medium—sized Cities ⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WANG Yong，CAI Wenyuan，FENG Jian(30)

Abstract：From the perspective of station inf}astructure lavout，the spatial layout mode and plane function

aI_rangeⅡlent of inflastrllcture are analyzed，and the common mode of small and medillm—sized cities is

given．From the perspective of station inf}astructure design，the station house and the transfar facilities

of the hub are explored，and the common design fbrms of small and medium～sized cities are provided．

Finally，through the analysis of high—speed railway cases in small and medium—sized cities，the advantages

and disadvantages of traffic fhnction layout modes and traffic organization methods of small and

medium—sized cities are summarized，and the traffic connection strategy of high—speed railwav station is

proposed，which proVide the design ideas fhr the tramc layout of high—speed railway stations in small

and medium—sized cities．

Keywords：small and medium～sized cities；high—speed railway station；spatial 1ayout；traffic organization

Design Essentials of Connection Scheme fbr River—crossing Bridge in Tramc Urban Arterial Road ⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯FAN(；Zengyao，SHEN Junvi，ZHU Yinle f 34)

Abstract：The connection engineering of hridge is an essential constituent part for a hridge playing its

tra{hc fllnction．Due to the conditionality of planning，field condition，investment scale，environment and

the other factors，the complexity of h“dgehead connection scheme is high and its independence is strong．

壬10r the urban expressways and arterial roads exceeding the 100 m—wide river system，the bridgehead

connection is diVided into three types of interchange，separation and at—grade crossing．The applicable

occasions of the three hridgehead connection tvpes are studied．The main factors afIbcting the ahove three

connection schemes are the planning，tra墙c，road and sjte．A set of desjj乏n process js fbrmed bv the

quantitative description and qllalitative analysis，which aims to reduce or avoid the randomness and

hlindness of the design．The summary of design essentials and design now can provide the reference fhr

the similar proj ects．

Keywords：traffic arterial road；river—crossing bridge；connection type；in：E1uencing factor；design now

Study on Traffic ImproVement Scheme of Yinghin Avenue—Taihang Street in Changzhi Citv ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯CHEN Yanmei f 38 1

Abstract： With the development of economv and societv of Changzhi Citv，as an important external tramc

trunk road to the west，the tramc congestion of Yingbin Avenue—Taihang Street is becoming more and

more serious，and the traffic volume tends to he saturated during peak hours．By investigating the current

situatjon of the road and traffjc operation of Yingbin Avenue—Tajhang Street，the exjsting problems of the

current situation of Taihang Street are analyzed．Whether Yingbin Avenue—Taihang Street is suitable for

the construction of Viaduct is expounded ftom the fllnctional positioning of Yinghin Avenue—Taihang

Street，the current tramc analysis，the impact of viaduct on the road network in the core area，the innuence

of Viaduct on landscape and traf“c and the other aspects．FinalIv，according to the analvsis of current

prohlems，the trafhc improvement scheme of Yinghin Avenue—Taihang Street is put fhrward to alleviate

the eurrent situation of traffic congestion in Taihang Street．

Keywords：viaduct：expresswav：nvover：variahle lane

Planning and Design of Greenwav around Lake Based on Cultural Travel 0rientation ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHAN(；Yao，XU Yeming，FAN Liangpin g，SHEN Yanhin(44)
Abstract： According to Zhengjiang Provjncial Greenway Network Planning (202 l一2035)， Zhejiang
Province will launch the action program fbr the overall construction of ”greenwav 2．O”． Greenwav

construction is not only the specifjc implementation to realize the demonstrative two—mountain

trans±ormatlon proJect，but also an important measure to construct the iointlv enriched demonstration area
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in Zhej iang Province．The master planning and construction conditions of the greenway around Xianxia

Lake are analyzed．Based on the layout of residential villages and the context of cultural and tourism

resources in Hushan Town， the function orientation of greenway is determined hy comhining leisure

tourism with mountain sports events，and the design scheme of the overall line and section along the

reservoir area in series with vacation attractions is proposed so as to proVide the refbrence fhr the design of

characteristic greenways with similar hasic conditions．

KeywOrds：greenway construction；greenway network；greenway around lake；cultural tourism resource；

planning analysis；oVerall design

Brief Analysis on Spongy Design of Urban Road Sidewalk ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ YOU Qiangsheng(48)

Abstract：Facing the two challenges of rapid urhanization and extreme weather，a new strategy is heing

adopted in China，which will turn the cities into giant”sponges”．The urhan”sponge”reconstruction has

heen put on the construction agenda，and the construction of”sponge city”to promote the utilization of

rainwater resources and the protection of ecological environment is getting more and more attention．

Sponge city plays an important role in systematically solving the water problem in urban deVelopment．

Re伯rring the construction experience of Pingxiang City，the first hatch of pilot cities fhr the construction

of the national sponge cities，and combined with the relevant specifications， standards and atlas， the

sponge design of sidewalks is carried out according to the local conditions，which can】)e referred for the

fhllow—up 10w—impact development and construction of the projects．

Keywords：sponge；LID facilities；pervious pavement；biological retention zone；ecological tree pond

BRIDGES＆ STRUCTURES

Study on 0verall Design and Key Technology of Single—pylon Hyhrid Beam Cahle—stayed Bridge
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯HUANC Yongfu，FENG Yangbin，LIU Bin，BAI Hongtao，YI zhiyong(52)

Abstract：Taking a single—pylon hyhrid heam cahle—stayed hridge as the engineering hackground，the

hridge has the design characteristics and difficulties of the high degree of structural asymmetry，complex

stress of steel—concrete composite segment，various anchoring modes of stayed cable，and high seismic

intensity．By using the new materials of UHPC concrete，PSB930 high—strength threaded steel bar and

low—retraction anchorage，hy using the technological means of eomprehensiVe cahle adjustment method，

finite element analysis method and seismic measures，hy adopting the prestressed secondary tensioning

construction technology，many key technical prohlems of single—pylon hyh“d heam cahle—stayed hridge

are scienti“cally s01ved so as to achieve the purpose of structural stress reasonahle，safa and reliable，

which provide the ideas for design and research of the similar bridges．

Keywords：overall design；high degree of asymmetry；steel—concrete composite segment；anchoring mode

of stayed cable；seismic performance

Analvsis on Mechanics Characteristics of Vertical Rotating Structure for Main Pvlon of Cable—staVed Bridge

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯··XIE Shuhui f 56 1

Abstract： In order to research the innuence of the”horizontal assemhly and vertical rotation”process of

the main pylon of cahle—stayed bridge on the structural stress， through the fhll—process simulation

analvsis of finite element，the stress。cable f6rce，defbrmation and stabilitv of vertical rotating structure are

calculated．The results show that the most unfavorahle stress state of the structure is the stage when the

main pvlon is just out of the tire f-ame．In this state，the structural stress，cable fbrce and defbrmation are

much large，and the structural stability safety factor is relatively small．The structural monitoring at this

stage shall he strengthened during the construction process．

Keywords：cable—stayed bridge；main pylon；horizontal assembly；Vertical rotation；“nite element analysis
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Design of Double—way Asymmetric Single—pylon Cable—stayed Bridge in West Extension of Pingcheng

Stree“n Datong City⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ wu Yongxian(59)

Abstract：The hackground project is the main hridge in the main west extension of Pingcheng Street in

Datong City， Shanxi Province． This bridge spans the existing railway marshalling yard and seVeral

important railway lines． The structural design and calculation of the over—large bridge are specially

introduced．It is a douhle—way asymmetric single—pylon central—plane cahle—stayed hridge．Its span layout

is 41 m+50 m+163 m，and its pylon column and main beam are the steel concrete composite structure．In

order to reduce the innuence on the railway，the rotation construction is adopted．The results of oVerall

static，local and dynamic computational analysis show that the structure design of the hridge is reasonable，

and its construction is safe and reliahle，which can provide reference for the design and construction of

similar hridges．

Keywords：double—wayasymmetry；(Iomposite beam cable—stayed bridge；steel pylon；rotation construction

Design of Integral Precast Composite Beam and Study of Key Technology
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯wEI Yihang，SHI Faming，DENG Jiacheng(63)

Abstract：The viaduct in Moganshan Road of Hangzhou is designed and constructed hy the fhll prefahrica-

tion and assemhly technology． Its superstructure is mainly the mlllti—span continl】olls integral precast

composite beam．Taking this project as the research object，the technology of integral precast composite

heam for the viaduct in Moganshan Road is introdured，and its detailed design contents are discussed．

According to the particularity of the project，the treatment schemes of the negatiVe moment area of the

integral precast composite heam are compared and selected in order to proVide some reference fbr the

design and construction of the similar projects．

Keywords：full prefabrication and assemhly；integral precast composite heam；finite element calculation；

design；construction

New Scheme of Aseismie Design for Urban Double—deck E1evated Bridge in High—intensity Area ⋯⋯⋯⋯

．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯··FU Jixing，WANG Mingye，XU Jun(66)

Abstract： The douhle—deck hridges are more and more applied for riVer—crossing and sea—crossing

hridge，and urban elevated bridges．Comhined with the design of the douhle—deck eleVated hridge project

in the terminal of an airport，the factors of high—intensity area，large deck width，demanding clearance

requireents and fast constrlJction reqlJirements are specially solved． Many schemes are compared and

selected from the structural material，structural system，shock insulation design and other aspects．The

spatial modeling calculation is carried out．The new design scheme of douhle—deck frame coordinated with

shock insulation is put forward，which provides the beneficial referrence for the design of the similar

bridges in the future．

Keywords：douhle—deck elevated hridge；aseismic design；shock insulation system

Research on Seismic Reinforcement Evaluation Method of Bridge Based on American Standard ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯CHENG Xianiie，TIAN Jing(70)

Abstract：The evaluation analvsis method of seismic reinfbrcement design of bridge bv American standard

is discussed in detail．Two quantitative preliminary evaluation methods of index method and damage

assessment method are put fbrward，in which the index method can quantitativelv evaluate the urgency of

seismic reinfbrcement of the old bridges so that the relevant departments formulate a prioritv list of

seismic reinforcement and maintenance of the old hridges in the regions．Bv estahlishing the vulnerahle

curve。 the damage assessment method specially evaluates the direct cost of seismic reinfbrcement of

bridges，and evaluates the rationalitv of seismic reinforcement of the old bridges in combination with

indirect costs．Through the conversion of the design response spectrum of the Chinese and American

standards，both methods can be used as ref宅rence fbr the seismic reinfbrcement of old bridges in strong
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earthquake areas in China or the priority of seismic reinfbrcement of hridges， in which the damage

assessment method can be also as the reference for evaluating the direct cost of seismic reinforcement of

hridges in China．Finally，comhined with the engineering examples，the index method and the damage

assessment method are used fbr specific analysis and application，which has the positive significance fbr

the rapid seismic assessment of a large number of old hridges in China．

KeywOrds： seismic reinforcement；preliminary evaluation； index method；dama驴assessment method；

vulnerabilitv curve

Study on Value of EffectiVe Length Coeffjcient of Full—wide Double Main Piers of Super—high Pier Long—span

Continuous Rigid Frame⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ MA0 Yuanwen，REN Ke，WANG Hailong f 75 1

Abstract： The effectiVe length is an important parameter for calculating the hearing capacity of

(Iompressed components．HoweVer_fbr the simplified design method to specifications，the component is

analyzed separatelv，which is divorced ftom the constraints of the original overall structural environment

and cannot meet the actual needs of pier calculation．The fhll—width douhle main piers are adopted fhr

Wachang Bridge．The left and right spans are connected by setting the cross braces，and the overall

stiⅡ．ness is large．The critical load of the component is ohtained hv estahlishing the spatial finite element

compression har model，and the efbctive length coemcient of the pier is deduced ftom the Euler fhrmula

so as to obtain a numerical Value closer to the actual situation of the project，which has certain guiding

signi“canre for similar hridges．

KeywOrds：efkctiVe length；super—high pier；Euler formula；eritical load；constraint

Comfort Analysis and TMD Vihration Reduction Contr01 of Long—span Special一shaped Pedestrian Arch

Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ TONG Hanvuan，YOU Kehua f 78 1

Abstract：The reqllirements of the existing specifications for comfort are comprehensively analyzed．The

comfhrt analysis process of long—span special—shaped pedestrian arch hridge is determined in

combination with the domestic and foreign specifications．At the same time，the TMD vibration reduction

control analvsis of the hridge structure is carried out to compare and analvze the innuence of the‘_Tualitv。

stiffness and lavout fhrm of the damper on the comfbrt。and the reasonahle scheme of the damper lavout is

put{hrward，which can provide a certain refbrence fbr similar proiects．

Keywords：foothridge；comfort；natural vihration frequency；dynamic design

Design and Construction of U1tra—high PeI怕rmance Concrete(UHPC)1T—shaped Beam Footbridge
⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯·WU Liang，CHEN Hongwei(83)
Abstract：The ultra—high performance concrete (uHPC)has the performance features of ultra—high

strength，ultra—high tenacity，10w permeability and high—volume stability，can greatly lighten structure

weight and improVe the durahility．In the rapid reconstruction project of two trunks of Tanzhou Avenue

O(iangtan Section)and F11rong Avenue(Xiangtan Section)in Xiangtan City of Hunan Province，UHPC

material is adopted for 1 8 newly huilt foothridges，which helong to UHPC foothridges with the 1T—shaped

heam section applied hy large scale in the main structures of hridge firstly in China．The design and

construction essentials of this bridge are specially introduced，which show that the UHPC 1T—shaped

heam has the application value of large—scale promotion in the similar hridges．

Keywords：ultra—high performance concrete(UHPC)；1T—shaped beam；footbridge

Study on Design of Anchor Cahle Tie Rod Replacement of Suspension Bridge
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Jianping，HU Linzhou(87)
Abstract：In order to improVe the safbty protection capacity of operating bridges，taking a single—span

steel truss suspension hridge with a span of 636 m as an example，the replacement of anchor cahle tie

rods of the main cable anchoring system of the suspension bridge is designed and studied． The

construction and monitoring requirements， anti—corrosion measures and material perfi)rmance
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requirements in the design of tie rod replacement in the cable strand connector of anchoring system of

suspension bridge are mainly discussed， which has the great reference value f()r the preventive

maintenance engineering of operating hridges and improVing the safaty protection ahility of operating

bridges．And the guiding reference function is obvious．

I【eywords：suspension hridge；replacement of anchor cahle tie rod；anchoring system；design

FLooD CoNTRoL＆DRAINAGE

Study on ImproVement of Quality and Emciency of Sewage System in Old Community under urban Renewal

Scenario⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ LYU Yongpeng，WANG Jinbing，YANG Siming，XIE Sheng，

WANG Pan，zHI Li伯ng，LIN Yuanliang，CA0 wenzhang，MEI Jiayu，CHEN Jian，JIANG zhuwu，GA0 Shang(9 1)
Abstract： Due to the 10ng history of construction and poor maintenance of the 01d community in the

high—density huilt—up area，there are many problems in the drainage system，which have a serious impact on

the operation of the urban wastewater treatment plants(WWTP)and the urban water environment．Therefore，

the reasonable and effectiVe control of the sewage discharge in the old community is the most important link

in the work of improVing the quality and emciency of sewage．Taking an old community in Xiamen as a

specific research case，analyzing its current drainage situation and comprehensively considering the urhan

renewal planning and technical，economic and other factors，the technical route and implementation strategy

for improVing the quality and efficienPy of the sewage system in the old communities under the urhan renewal

scenario are studied，which can be refbrred fbr the subsequent reconstruction．

Keywords：old community；improvement of quality and efficiency of sewage system；urban renewal

Exploration and Practice of Landscape Design for Rural Water System and Rural Revitalization Construction

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯zHANG xllrong，FU Dongwang，GUAN Guiling(96)
Abstract：With the deVelopment of rural reVitalization，the comprehensive improvement of rural water

system is also an important work of building and developing the ecological civilization and rural

revitalization．In order to explore the method of special landscape design of rural water system in the

rural reVitalization an(1 construction，the exploration and practice of human lan(1scape design are carried

out in combination with the pilot county project of Gaochun water system connection and comprehensive

improVement of rural water system．The regional characteristics of Gaochun are fhlly explored in the

project，which are skillfully integrated with the artistic conception of the relevant chapters of the Book of

Songs．The Book of Songs is taken as the pulse to connect the water system connection in Gaochun

District and the humanistic landscape design of the rural water system comprehensive renovation project，
which depicts a picture scroll of”the water town of the Book of Songs”with the unique characteristics of

Gaochun．After the implementation of the project，the social and ecological bene“ts are significant，

which proVides a useful reference for the landscape construction of rural water system from the

perspective of rural revitalization and development．

Keywords：water town；Book of Songs；rural vitalization；fhsion

Comparison of Rllral Domestic Sewage Treatment Schemes on Island⋯⋯⋯⋯TAN Jin西ing，xU Ming(1 00)

Abstract：Ajming at the present situatjon and rharacterjstjcs of the rural domestic sewage treatment jn

Dingan County of Hainan ProVince，four feasible modes suitable for the rural domestic sewage treatment

on island are proposed，that is”connecting municipal pipeline network，centralized facilities，separated

facilities and large centralization+small separation”．By comparing the schemes，the sewage treatment

process of A／0 bio—contact oxidation is determined， which provides the effbctive reference for the

fhUow—up rural domestic sewage treatment．

Keywords：rural domestic sewage；sewage characteristic；treatment mode；technolngy

Design of wastewater Treatment Plant with High Effluent Standard ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ LI Qinggui( 1 04)
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Abstract：As the state attaches great importance to the cause of environmental protection，the emuent

standards of wastewater treatment plant(WWTP) are also gradually improving． Taking a WWTP in

Wenling City of Zhejiang Province as an example，the design of WWTP under the condition of high

efⅡuent standard is introduced in order to provide a ref宅rence solution for the design of the same type of

WWTP．The design scale of the project is 50 000 m3／d，and the efnuent will comply with the surface water

standard Class Iv in zhi暑矗oM 710。un形os把zuo￡er ne以￡，n8n￡fVonf E朋Men￡‰de戈。圯d S￡以ndord Li，ni如(fhr

t“a1)．The all—round and multi—angle analvsis on the previous water qualities of innuent and efnuent are

carried out in the design．Aiming at the characteristics of low carhon and high nitrogen and phosphorus in

the innuent of the plant，in order to make fhll use of the carhon source in the sewage and minimize the

competition for carbon source by denitrification and phosphorus removal，the modified A／A／0 process is

proposed to use in the project．In view of the high requirements fhr total phosphorus and SS in the emuent，

the comhined process of”air notation+air—water backwashing filter”is innovatiVely adopted in the

project．

Keywords： high standard fhr efnuent；technological proress；overall desigll：process desigll；deodorizing

design

Discussion of Disinfection Treatment Technology in Municipal Wastewater Treatment Plant ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯xu Yin岛LI Yan岛MIA0 Yi(109)

Abstract： 0n February 1，2020，the MinistI．y of Ec0109y and Environment issued the Notice on Doing a(；ood

Joh in the Supervision of Medical Sewage and Urhan Sewage in the Pnel】monia Epidemic of NoVel

Coronavirus In伯ction 正0WBL [202()]No．52)，which specifically points out that the local ecological and

environmental departments should supervise and urge the municipal wastewater treatment plants practically

to strengthen the disinfection work and to ensure that the numher of fecal coliforms in the emuent meets the

requirements of the．PbZZ“fⅡ凡f Disc^n，i；2．e．s￡nnd(矿也厂orⅡzM凡icipnf形(醛fe祝Jnfer 71ren￡，nenf f堆n凡fs “；B

1 89 1 8——200a．At present’the disinfection treatment technologies used in municipal wastewater treatment

plants in China mainly include the ultravioleL ozone， sodium hvpochlorite， chlorine dioxide， and the

combination of these treatment methods，in which the sodium hypochlorite disinfaction is currently the most

widelv used disinfection treatment technology in municipal wastewater treatment plants．However_there is

still a lack of unified understanding of the process parameters and operating effbcts of sodium hypochlorite

disinfection，and there are prohlems in key parameters sllch as sodium hypochlorite dosage and disinfection

contact time． Therefbre， the effects of sodium hVpochlorite dosage， disinfaction contact time， water

temperature，oxidation reduction potential (()RP)，ammonia nitrogen concentration and other parameters on

the disinfection effect of sodium hypochlorite in order to provide the theoretical guidance for the disinfbction

and sterilization of municipal wastewater treatment plants．

KeywOrds： municipal wastewater treatment plant； disin伯ction； fecal coliforms； sodium hypochlorite；

innuencing factors

Research on Upgrading Reconstruction Scheme for Branch of Xishan District Wastewater Treatment Plant

in Wuxi ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ WU Xiaobo，LEI Wenjiang，YANG Cuang，TAN Yunpeng(1 13)

Abstract： 0n the basis of the treatment capacitv of the hranch of Wuxi Xishan District Wastewater

Treatment Plant，the upgrading reconstruction is carried out．The technological design of each stru(、ture is

introduced，in which，the emergency tank，huⅡbr tank，medium grid and shallow air notation tank are

adopted in the pretreatment process，and the catalytic ozonation tank，nitrification filter，cloth filter tank

and denitrification filter are used in the advanced treatment process． The pr9jert was completed in

September 20 1 9，and the operation effect meets the discharge requirements up to now．

Keywords： wastewater treatment plant(wwTP)； upgrading reconstruction； pretreatment； adVanced

treatment

Cause Analysis and Prevention Suggestions of Rainstorm Waterlog in 1 00 Years in an Area ⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯⋯·‘
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⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯JIANG Youlei，ZHANC Weiping(1 16)

Abstract：In recent years，the waterlogging disasters in the nood seasons of various regions have caused

the heaVy casualties and property losses． Urhan drainage and waterlogging preVention has gradually

become the fbcus of attention．The situation and the main causes of the rainstorm waterlog on October 1 0，

202 1 in an area of Suzhou are expounded． And the preVentiVe suggestions to improVe the rainstorm

waterlog are put forward specially from the aspects of planning，design，construction，maintenance and

management，which is faVorahle fbr the economic and social deVelopment in this area．

Keywords：once—in—a—century；extraordinary rainstorm；waterlogging analysis；waterlogging prevention

Summary of Design Experience for Municipal Drainage Pipeline Network of Xiong。an High—speed R ailway

Station Area⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ xuE Bailiang(120)

Abstract：The municipal drainage pipeline network is an important urban inftastructure and is generally

built along with the construction of municipal roads at the same time，which is a basic project to ensure

the normal operation of the city．The municipal drainage pipeline network mainly includes the rainwater

pipe network and the sewage pipe network．The design of municipal drainage pipe network should be

hased on the upper leVel planning．Comhined with the actual situation of the site，the appropriate drainage

system and design parameters are selected．The layollt of pipeline should he closely cooperated with the

other pr()jects to achieve the scientific and rational design of drainage pipeline network．Combined with

the design of the drainage pipeline network of high—speed railway station area of Xiong’an New Area，the

problems existing in the design of this area and the solutions are introduced ftom the aspects of design

parameters，hydraulic calculation，pipeline buried depth，structure layout，professional cooperation and

construction sequence in order to provide the reference for the related design．

Keywords：drainage pipe network；rainwater pipeline；sewage pipeline；design

StudvonCalculationofWaterproofingLevelofConstructionProiectsinUrhanCenterofSuzhou⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YANGY岛HE JianzHOUYin＆XIELiuyang(123)
Abstract：Based on the measured maximum water level data of Fengqiao Hydrological Station from 1 977

to 20 1 6 and Suzhou Hvdrological Station from l 952 to 2009 in the urhan center of Suzhou．and the

measured maximum rainfall data of Fengqiao Station from 1 983 to 20 1 7 at 1 h。6 h and 24 h，the

waterlogging water level in 1 00 a and 24 h rainstorm in 1 00 a in urhan center of Suzhou are calculated hv

using P—IⅡfrequency curve—fitting method and waterlogging calculation．The results show that the nood

control water level in 1 00 a in the northwest and southeast areas of the urban center is 4．86 m and 4．3 8 m

respectively，the waterlogging water level is 4．70 m and 4．38 m respectively，and the waterproofing level is

4．70 m and 4．3 8 m resDectivelv．

Keywords：urban center of Suzhou；construction engineering；waterproofing level

Study on Pollution Characteristics of River Discharge from Pumping Station in Separate System⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIU Lei f 126 1

Abstract： Taking fhur separated drainage systems in the central area of Shanghai as the research

object， taking COD， NH3一N and SS as the main indicators， the pollution characteristics of river

discharge ftom pumping station and the initial stage efkct of each drainage system during light rain，

moderate rain and heaVy rain are studied．The results show that the pollutant concentrations of riVer

discharge f}om fbur drainage system pumping stations seriously exceed the standard．The concentration

of river discharge is close to the concentration of domestic sewage in dry days fluring light rain．The

concentration of COD and SS increases due to the scouI‘ing efkct of sediments in dry days in the

pipeline during the moderate rain and heavy rain，and the concentration of NH3一N decreases due to

the dilution effbct．Through the analysis，it is found that the initial stage effbct of river discharge from

fbur drainage system pumping stations in rainy days is not obvious． The above is related to the

comhined e{kct of the discharge of pipe storage sewage and the scouring discharge of pipeline
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sedimentary pollutants of river discharge．The former is mainly in 1ight rain，the 1atter is mainly in

heavy rain， and both efkcts are related in moderate rain． The discharge characteristics and impact

mechanism of municipal pumping stations in rainy days are revealed，which can he used to support

the fbrmulation of pollution control strategy of river discharge flom the separated drainage system

pumping station in rainy days in Shanghai．

Keywords：p011utant；separate system；discharge characteristics；impact mechanism

Design of Drainage Pumping Station in Urhan Underpass Tunnel under New Specifications
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Gu Yuhan，LI Jiayu(130)

Abstract：Through the design example of the rainwater pumping station in【)onghe I{oad of Zhongshan，

the design of pumping station in underpass tunnel according to outdoor drainage design standards is

descrihed，and the rationality of setting the second transverse ditch is demonstrated so as to adopt the

collecting water methods of”high water level and high drainage” and the combination of transVerse

slope and longitudinal slope to collect water，which can effbctively reduce the water cnllection pressure

at the lowest point of nood peak tunnel． The delineation of the design catchment range and the

selection of recurrence interval are studied and discussed． The new calculation fhrmula of ground

catchment time is put fhrward． In addition to this， the scale of rainwater pumping station of under

interchange should reserve 20％safety space to effbctively decrease the number of pumps fbr starting

and reduce the operation cost． Finally for the requirements of waterlogging check，SWMM model is

estahlished to simulate and analyze the capacity of drainage system under continuous 3 h rainfall in

1 0a．20 a and 30 a recurrence intervals．The result shows that there is no water accumulation in the

tunnel．0ne pump to he started can cope with a once—a—year rainstorm．The multiple operation of two

pumps can cope with the rainfall with a recurrence interval of 5～10 years． Three pumps

simultaneously to be started can meet the heavy rainfall with once一30一year waterlogging check．The

simulation and design fhr the difI叠rent conditions can decrease the numher and ftequency of starting

the pumps under the same rainstorm intensity and reduce the costs of follow—up operation and

maintenance，which has the referring significance fhr the design of the other proj ects．

KeywOrds：underpass tunnel；drainage pumping station；SWMM model；engineering example

Application of Micro—pipe Jacking Technique in Drainage Pipeline Engineering under Complex EnVironment

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯SUN Jinzhao，ZHOU Haoxue，JI Chi，NIE Junying(134)

Abstract： The micro—pipe jacking technique is a pipe jacking construction technology for the

trenchless construction of small—diameter pipes，which matures in Germany and Japan．Because of its

characteristics of small construction area， short construction period and high implementing precision，

the technique has heen widely applied in the m1Jnicipal drainage pipeline projects under the complex

environmental conflitions in recent years． The technological principle of the micro—pipe jacking

technique is expounded in detail．And combined with the practical engineering cases，the construction

technology of micro—pipe jacking technique in municipal drainage pipeline engineering is introduced．

Keywords：micro—pipe jacking technique；drainage pipeline；complex enVironment

MANAGEMENT&CoNSTRUCIToN

Prohlems in Construction of Foreign Highway Projects and Solutions ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ DuAN Jiang(137)

Abstract：Based on the construction of the national highway projects in Kazakhstan， the common

problems of environment，personnel，machinery and materials met in the contract projects in oVerseas

markets by the enteI’prises of China are expounded ad analyzed to put fhrward the s01utions in order to

provide the valuable experience fbr more enterprises inVolVing the fhreign proj ects in highway

construction．

KeywOrds：fhreign highway construction；prohlem；solutions
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Research on Cast—in—place Construction Technology of Water—based Mortar Blind Road ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIu Yan，YAN Dongho，WANG Jie，YANG Junyi，SHI Jiangang(142)
Abstract：The key control parameters of cast—in—place construction of water—hased mortar blind road

are stlldied from the aspects of environmental conditions，constnJction workahilitv。formwork treatment。

demoulding timing， corner treatment and surface coloring to lay the test section． The test section

includes the pre—construction preparation， base surfAce retreatment， mortar mixing， mortar leveling，

demoulding， corner treatment， maintenance， surface coloring and other construction processes． The

application effbct of the test section shows that the construction of the cast—in—place water—hased

mortar hlind road is simple and conVenient．And the mechanical properties，durahility and appearance

are good．

Keywords：urban I．oad；blind road；water—based mortar：cast—in—place；construction technology

Key Technology of Rapid Prefahrication Assemhly Construction of Urhan Bridge
⋯⋯⋯⋯ JIN Cuohai(146)

Abstract：In order to solVe the problems of long construction period，poor civilization construction，high

safety risk， long road occupation time and great innuence on surrounding trafnc environment in the

conVentional erection method of urhan hridge，taking the construction of prefabricated assemhled hridges

in Moganshan Road Upgrading Reconstruction (Shixiang Road—Ring City North Line 1 04 National

Highway Toll Station)Project as an example，the methods of standardized prefahrication of components，

transportation of multi—wheel 1 8一axis hydraulic balanced platfbrm lorry，me(1hanized centralized hoisting，

precise and rapid construction，rapid and accurate installation of prefabricated stand columns，precise

location of douhle—column integrated hent caps，rapid installation of super一10ng and overweight hent caps，

prefabrication of long multi—segment bent caps and precise installation of dry joint，and quality assurance

of sleeVe grouting are used to solVe the problem of bridge construction on busy roads in cities，which has

the strong practical significance and can provide the reference fhr the construction of similar urhan

briclges．

Keywords：hridge；prefabricated assembly；grouting；dry joint

Analysis on Innuence of Pile Foundation Construction of a Bridge on High—speed Railwav Tunnel ⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LI Lian f 149 1

Abstract： With the development of social economy， more and more cities hegin to huild large—sized

viaducts． Howeve r， due to the limited location of land in cities。 manv viaducts are faced with the

phenomenon of heing close to or even in connict with the surrounding structures in the layout of hridge

span and the selection of substructure．Therefbre，how to analvze the impact of bridge substructure on the

existing structures is becoming more and more prominent in the actual construction of urban bridge．By

using the finite element software GTS， comhined with the practical engineering examples， a

three—dimensional soil element is established and the nonlinearitv of soil mass is considered to analvze

the innuence of the pile fbundation construction of hridge on the adjacent high—speed railway tunnel．

Keywords：constitutive model；high—speed railway tunneI；internal fhrce；defhrmation

Numerical Simulation of Super—long Span Tunnel under Construction of Douhle—side Drift Method ⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LI Haipen g，PENG Hui f 154 1

Abstract：Relying on an actual project，FLAC3D is used fbr post—treatment to simulate the construction of

Class V surrounding rock hy douhle—side drift method，which comprehensivelv shows the variation law of

staged excavation of the right tunnel of the underground excavated tunnel on the initial support stress of

the left tunnel and the defbrmation of surrounding rock around the right tunnel．The results show that the

axial stress law of the excavation tunnel on the initial support of the existing tunnel hv the douhle—side

drift method is basicallv consistent with the whole section excavation theorv law． Bv the construction

method of douhle—side drift method，the e{Ibct of the lower drift heading on the surface settlement of the
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exeaVation tunnel is greater than that of the upper drift headjn昏Under the condjtion of bias pressure，the

ground surface settlement caused by excaVation is smaller on the large hias pressure side and more

ohVious on the hia8 pressure side．The drift heading method will produce the superposition ef佟ct of peck

curVe on ground settlement，hut the“nal settlement curve meets the peck settlement theory．

Keywords：super—long span t1Jnnel；double—side drift method；numerical simlJlation：FLAC3D

Analysis on InⅡuence of Shield Tunneling Construction on Adjacent Buildings ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ XIE Xin f 1 57 1

Abstract：The shield tunneling construction will cause the displacement of surrounding strata，thus．which

has an adVerse eⅡbct on the surrounding huildings． In order to guarantee the safetv of surrounding

huildings in the construction，the safety evaluation should he carried out befbre project implementation．

Based on a shield tunneling project under construction in Ningbo，Zhejiang Province，the tunneling

process of shield tunnel is simulated by three—dimensional“nite element analvsis software MIDAS GTS to

analyze the settlement and displacement of the buildings during the diⅡbrent degrees of construction

disturhance．Comhined with the ground surface settlement monitoring data of the local shield tunneling

construction，the sa±bty of superstructure is assessed and the kev control indexes of shield construction

monitoring data are proposed．The analysjs result shows that the bujldings ahove the project are sa南and

reliahle during the shield tllnneling construction．This method can he used to predict the settlement of the

buildings with the existing construction monitoring data，which provides the method for guiding the related

projects．

Keywords：shield construction；finite element analysis；safety assessment：settlement monitorin窑

Research on Mass Concrete Underwater Pouring Method of U1tra—deep Underground Diaphragm Wall ⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯NING wenxiang(161)
Abstract：Based on an ultra—deep fhundation pit enclosure project in Kunming，the controI essentials of

mass concrete underwater pouring in the construction of the underground diaphragm wall enclosure

structuI‘e exceeding 96 m during the construction process of the project are studied．According to the

actual construction experience，combined with theoretical analysis，the preparation work before pouring．

the pouring process control and the ahnormal pouring situation are analvzed and set forth in detail．The

results show that the transportation route of the concrete tank truck should he planned before pouring the

mass concrete so as to ensure that the pou“ng is not interrupted．And the amount of the first poured

concrete also needs to he calculated to ensure that the depth of the p01Jring hottom pipe is not less than

2．5 m and to ensure the qualitv of the pouring．

Keywords：ultra—deep fhundation pit；underground diaphragm wall；mass concrete；underwater pouring

0VerView and Application of Construction Techn0109y of Ultra—deep Geo—membrane Composite Impermeable

wall⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯DING Ling(165)
Abstract： The construction technology of geo—membrane composite impermeable wall is a high

lmpermeahle and enVironmental construction technology． Its key technologies include the grooving，

Vertical memhrane layin为 stufnng hackfill and joint construction of impermeahIe wall． The grooving

construction equipment includes the hydraulic grab，slot milling machine，TRD，groove sawing machine

and so on． The memhrane laying methods are the gravity memhrane deposition method and vihrating

insertion method．The stumng is the soil mixed with hentonite，low—grade concrete，self—solidified mortar

and plasticity concrete．The joint type includes the overlap joint and latch ioint．Three construction

technol091es of geomemhrance composite impermeahl户wall are intrnduced and the application ranges are

also introduced．

Keywords：geomembrane composite impermeable wall；gravity membrane deposition method；vibrating

insertion method；TR【)construction method：self_solidified mortar

Brief Discussion on Key Construction Technology of Low—clearance DiaphragmⅥ，all
⋯⋯ DU Wenchan(169)
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AbStraCt：Low—clearance environment is one o±the inevitable diⅡicunies in the construction o±±oundation

pit enclosure structure．This construction problem is common in the viaduct，high—voltage line and other

infrastructure．According to Nanchang Danxia Road Utility Tunnel Project，the key technology in the

construction of low—clearance diaphragm wall enclosure structure under the high—voltage line is studied．

The results show that the segmental section of reinfhrcement cage should he eqllipped with the multiple

sections in the process of segmental hoisting．The grah—milling comhined process can effactively shorten

the construction period．The inner side of the I—steel joint needs secondary treatment to aVoid the failure

of the reinforcement cage to lower effectively．

Keywords：low clearance；segmental hoisting；segmental composite section；crah—milling comhination

Research on Key Construction Technology of Magnetic Impermeahle Memhrane Cut—off Wall ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Du Dingchan(172)
Abstract：HDPE impermeable membrane cut—off wall has not been widely promoted yet，but its good

anti—seepage perfhrmance has heen Veri“ed in the practical projects． According to a magnetic

impermeable membrane cut—off wall project，the optimization of impermeable membrane cut—off wall and

the key construction technology of magnetic impermeahle memhrane cut—off wall are studied，including

the magnetic rllhher paste，anti—seepage memhrane rolling，memhrane 1aying，treatment of lap joints of

anti—seepage membrane，loosening and pulling of locking tube．The results show that the magnetic rubber

pasting position must he set in adVance during the construction of the magnetic impermeahle memhrane

cut—off wall．The rolling of anti—seepage membrane must be adjusted according to the laying order of the

anti—seepage memhrane．The membrane laying process must be set with the reasonable counterweights．

The 1ap joint of the anti—seepage memhrane must he treated with memhrane pressing to ensure the effact

of lap joints．The loosening treatment time before the locking tube pulled out must be effbctiVely controlled

to aVoid the wall damage or dimculty in pulling out．Combined with the key constrlJction techniques in the

construction process， some reasonahle construction suggestions are giVen in order to proVide the

references for the similar pr州ects．

Keywords： HDPE anti—seepage membrane；magnetic impermeahle membrane cIlt—off wall；rolling of

memhrane；treatment with memhrane pressing；jacking and pulling of locking tuhe

Research on Construction Technology of Super—large and Ultra—deep Cast—in—place Pile in SofE Soil ⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯X10NG Wei f 175 1

Abstract：Taking the airport hub of the TJ03 Bid Section of Wenzhou Jinliwen Expressway East Extension

Line Project as an example，the control essentials and guarantee measures fhr the construction process，

equipment selection， work ef矗ciency analysis， construction quality of the super—large and ultra—deep

cast—in—place pile under the soft soil ge0109ical condition in the reclamation area are mainly analyzed．

And the diffarent pore—fhrming equipment and deVices are compared and demonstrated ftom seVeral

aspects of energy consumption，work efficiency and pore—fbrming quality．The equipment and devices are

con“gured according to the practical situation of project implementation．

Keywords：soft soil geology；cast—in—place pile；pore—fhrming construction；control essentials；equipment

sPlPrtinn

Influence and Protection of Foundation Pit Engineering on Underpass Railway Interchange ⋯⋯xU xin(178)
Abstract：Combined with the interchange node project of underpass Beijing—Shanghai Railway and

Shanghai—Nanjing High—speed Railway in Suzhou Chenghei Road Reconstruction Project，the influence

of fbundation pit engineering on the underpass railway interchange is analyzed and the measures are

proposed． Various protection measures taken fbr ensuring the operation safaty of ra订way interchange

during the construction of fhundation pit are discussed specially ftom the design，construction，monitoring

and the other aspects．By analyzing the construction process and monitoring data，it is fbund that various

protection measures of fhundation pit enclosure s(：heme and slow railway running are necessary and
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implementable．The monitoring data can be used to guide the construction of fbundation pit in real time，

which can ensure the safe operation of Beijing—Shanghai Railway and Shanghai—Nanjing High—speed

R ailway．

Keywords：fbundation pit engineering；underpass；enclosure structure；railway interchange；monitoring

Analysis on AdVantages and DisadVantages of Shotcreting Method and Modeling Method in Waterproo“ng of

Subway Station Foundation Pit ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ LIU Huanqi f 183 1

Abstract：Comhined with the related scientific payoffs and the engineering application examples of some

fhundatinn pits in Xiamen Metro Line 2 and Line 3，two schemes of shotcreting method and concrete

modeling method are compared and analyzed f}om the aspects of engineering quality，economic benefit，

construction duration and social bene6t，and the applicable conditions and applied ranges of two schemes

are studied in order to provide the ref宅rence fhr selecting the optimized scheme fhr the similar proiects．

Keywords： suhway station； modeling method； mesh shotcreting method； waterproofing； analysis of

advantages and disadvantages

L)eslgn o±-‘oundation Pit and Enrlosllre{or Xiamen North(：reek Diversion 7rrunk Channel Reconstruction

Project⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯XU“geng(188)
Abstract： Taking the Xiamen North Creek Diversion Trunk Channel Reconstruction Project as the

hackground，the different support schemes of foundation pit according to the different engineering sef．tions

are compared and selected．The obtained design scheme of foundation pit by sections is to use the sloping

excaVation method in the sloping excaVation interface， to use the plate—type support system + inner

support mode in the non—sloping excavation interface fhr construction，and to use the cast—in～site pile+

triaxial mixing pile water stop fbr the supporting of foundation pit in the crossing—river section．At the

same time，there is the fllnction of fllture protection of inverted siphon．

Keywords：fhundation pit，enclosure design，by sections，scheme comparison

STUDY oN SCIENCE&TECHNoLoGY

Status Research and Prospect of Structural Damage Identification of Bridge ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIU Qi，NIE Pen＆DAI Hualin，WANG Yafeng，HONG Jiao(193)

Abstract：With the rapid development of economv，the structural damage identification as the core of

hridge health monitoring has heen developed rapidly．In order to comprehensively summarize the exiting

identification methods of bridge structure damage，the detailed analvsis and summarv are carried out f}om

three levels of the damage identification methods based on the structural response tvpes，the analvsis of

process and the structure intelligence to clarifV the relationship of various structural damage identification

methods and to ravel out the technical evolution processes． Through the svstematic analvsis。 the

mainstream algorithms of the ahove three tvpes of damage identi“cation methods are summarized，and the

advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm are analvzed．Finallv，the fhture research directinn and

trend of bridge structural damage research are prospected．

Keywords：hridge engineering；damage identification；health monitoring；identification algorithm

Research and Application of Architecture Design of Integrated Management and Control Platform for Urhan

Underground Road⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ ZHANG Haichen乳LIU Yi，YOU Kesi f 197 1

Abstract： With the development of new generation information technology such as big data， cloud

computing and the Internet of Things，more intelligent t001s are provided fbr the operation control and

safaty improVement of urhan underground roads．New techn0109ies and new means can hetter energize the

construction of intelligent urban underground roads． Bv analvzing the fhnctional status quo of the

conventional integrated monitoring svstem of underground roads and the prohlems in the technical
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architecture，a new generation of urban underground road integrated management and control platfbrm

architecture，which is aimed to efkctively promote the operation safety of underground road and improVe

the tramc efficiency．

Keywords：underground road；integrated control platfbrm；technical architecture；system architecture；

functional design

Research on Revision of Foundation Bearing Capacity by Pressuremeter Test in Tianjin Region
⋯⋯·⋯⋯⋯’’

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯LIu Hao，zHANG Jiangen(202)

Abstract：The mechanism of pressuremeter test in the fhundation soil is similar to that of load test，which

renects the stress variation characteristics of soil elastoplastic hody．The characteristic Value o±hearing

capacitv can he quicklv and conveniently determined hy two ways of plastic pressure pf and limit pressure

pL of the pressuremeter test．The reasonable revision factor 入 and safety factor K are selected in the

process of determining the characteristic value of bearing capacity，which can guarantee the accuracy and

applicahilitv of the result application of the pressuremeter test．Through the comparison and analysis o±

the numerical values of bearing capacity determined by the index lookup method of geotechnical test and

static Denetration test，the revision factor A and safety factor K are appropriately adjusted to ohtain the

more ohiective and reliahle characteristic values of hearing capacity o±pressuremeter test·

KeVwords：foundation bearing capacity；pressuremeter test；physical index；static penetratlon test lndex

Application and Research of SWMM Model in Urban Waterlogging Prevention and Watershed Flood Control

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯wANG Yangyang(206)

Abstract：Under the hackground of the f}equent occurrence of extreme ralnstorms anfI the acceleratlon oi

urbanization construction in the world，the sponge city contruction，urban waterlogglng preVentlon and

watershed nood control have become the important research directions．As a type of relatiVely weU—known

hvdrological simulation software，the SWMM model has the flee open—sourcing，wide application scenarlos

and other advantages， which have become the research hotspot oi sponge clty constructlon， urban

waterlogging prevention and watershed nood contr01． SWMM and its deriVed models are brieny

introduced．The latest applications and research directions of SWⅣ¨蛆models are summarized ftom hoth

domestic and foreign aspects．The future development trends of SWMM model are summed up．

Kevwords：sponge citv；urhan nood control；watershed waterlogging gpreVention；SWMM model

Studv on Stress and Calculation Method of Double—row Steel Sheet Pile Co“brdam⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯⋯．SHEN Yin，YOU Jiannan(2()9)

Abstract：The double—row steel sheet pile cofferdam has the advantages of small noor area，conVenient

construction and demolition，and little impact on river water quality．It has obVious adVantages oVer the

traditional earth rock coⅡbrdam when the water retaining height is not too high．It has heen widely used

during the diversion and interception of water conservancy projects aU oVer the country．HoweVer，because

it is onlv a temporarv structure，it is often designed according to experience，and there is a lack of research

on the internal force calculation of this kind of structure．In order to ohtain the accurate internal iorce o±

the structure．the“nite element method needs to he used fbr analysis，which cannot meet the practical

needs of the maiority of designers． 0n the hasis of the stress analysis of this type of structure， the

calculation equation of double—row steel sheet pile coff宅rdam is calculated by using the traditional earth

Dressure theorv and m method， and the calculation results are verified hy comparing with the{inite

element calculation method．

Kevwords：double row；steel sheet pile；cofI色rdam；calculation

APPLICATIoN oF ACHIEVEMENTS

Study on Application of Steel一plastic GriUe in Expressway Widening Project ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯一
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⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯SONC Jun，JIA Weidong，LIU Junxia，ZHANC Mi(214)

Abstract： The junction of the old and new roadbeds is the weak position in the reconstruction and

expansion of highways．The fracture surface is most likely to occur along the junction surface．Therefore，

the steel—plastic reinforcement technology is widely applied in the junction engineering of old and new

roadbeds．In order to stlJdy the treatment scheme and eⅡbct of steel—plastic grille to reinforce and widen

the roadheds，comhined with the Beijing—Shanghai Expressway Widening Project，the application of

steel—plastic grille in the splicing of old and new roadbeds is studied． The results show that the

steel—plastic grille to reinfhrce and widen the roadheds can improve the stress state at the splicing of the

old and new roadheds．The steel—plastic grille is reasonahly laid at the splicing of the old and new

roadheds according to the practical engineering situation，which can effectiVely restrict the Vertical and

horizontal displacements of the soil mass of widened roadhed and optimize the reinforcement efkct of

steel—plastic grille．

Keywords： highway reconstruction and expansion； steel—plastic grille； difkrential settlement； finite

element analysis；construction technology

Application of SMw Pile in Foundation Pit Engineering near Suhway
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯·· SONG Yuechen(2 1 7)

Abstract：The subway network increasin91y dense in cities makes the municipal constrl】rtion near a

subway even more dimclllt．Through the enclosure example of foundation pit，the application of SMW pile

in the fhundation pit engineering near a suhway is introdured．The design ideas are expounded and the

construction essentials are analyzed． Finally， the advantages of SMW pile in this enVironment are

summarized，which proVides the reference for the similar projects．

Keywords：SMW pile；triaxial cement—soil mixing pile；foundation pit supporting；suhway

Application of Centralized Power Supply System in Design of Intelligent Multifllnctional Pole ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YU Jianqing，CHU Tianshu(220)

Abstract： In the construction of intelligent transportation pr嘶ects， there are more intelligent

multifhnctional poles to mount the equipment，and it is necessary to lay many pipelines to supply power

fhr it．As a result，the already tight underground pipeline space is more crowded，which causes a lot of

dimculties in engineering design and implementation． A modular centralized power supply system of

intelligent multifunctional pole is proposed．Through the recti“er circuit and Voltage regulating circuit，the

220 V AC power supply introduced into the municipal hox transformer is translated into the Voltages with

difIbrent values，and is led out by the difkrent modules to power various equipment mounted on the

intelligent multifunctional poles．This system not only simplifies the power supply mode of the intelligent

multifunctional pole，but also reduces the pipeline laying，and at the same time of saVing the engineering

cost，avoids the excessive occupation of the pipeline on the underground pipeline space，which is of great

signi“cance to the construction of the intelligent multifhnctional pole proj ect．

Keywords： lighting engineering； intelligent multifhnctional pole； modular； centralized power supply；

pipeline design

Application of UAV 0rthophoto in Highway Engineering Construction⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Hu xiaohui，xIE Yuyu，xu Feng(223)

Abstract：with the deVelopment of city，the construction of highway projects is more and more restricted

hy the inⅡuence of the surrounding environment． The traditional measurement methods and the work

mode of personnel on—site surveys are hecoming more and more difficult to meet the needs of engineering

construction．The use of UAV techn0109y can quickly obtain the orthophoto．And through the coordinate

system conversion， high—precision “tting CAD drawings， based on the orthophotoes as the traced

drawings，the construction survey，site planning，scheme design and other work are carried out，which can

save a lot of manpower， material resources and time costs fbr site surveys． The orthophoto has the

characteristics of high precision and rich information，which can he more refined to assist the decision
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making of construction and design，and add the Value to the construction of the pr(0 ect．

Keywords：UAV orthophoto；CAD coordinate matching；engineering construction

THE RELATIVE SPECIALITIES

Comparison of Different Methods for Measuring Refractive Index of Glass Beads Used in Pavement Marking hy

0il—immersion Method⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ WANG Deyi，WANG Heng(227)

Abstract：Based on the research of testing and detecting the glass heads for the indoor paVement marking

in the highway and water transport engineering，the reftactiVe index parameters of the products are tested．

The ref}active index of glass beads fbr pavement marking is measured by the two different oil一immersion

methods of Backe—line method and ohlique i11umination immersion method． The test principle of

oil—immersion method， the related steps of test and detection， and the judgment of test results are

introduced．The differences in prepara“on，operation flow，ohservation and result judgment of the different

methods of oil—immersed 1iquid are analvzed so as to f11rther make the testing personnel improve the

ability in the sample preparation，testing and detecting process，and related result judgment，which can

ensure the reliahilitv of refIactive index test result of glass beads fbr pavement marking．

Keywords：glass beads used for pavement marking；reftactiVe index；Backe—line method；oblique lighting

method；method comparison

Design of Qingfeng Road Tunnel Construction Project in Jiaxing
⋯⋯⋯

Abstract：Qingfeng Road Tunnel is the first 1lrban tunnel in Jiaxing

DONG Zhanyu，JI Yonghong(23 1)

to cross two rivers at the same time．

Its construPtion can perfect the regional road network，alleViate the regional tramc pressure and promote

the interactive development of the area． The project background， construction conditions， technical

standards，overall design scheme，tunnel design scheme and supporting ground road design scheme are

comprehensively introduced so as to provide refarence fbr the design of similar projects．

Keywords：tunnel；road engineering；river crossing；smart tunnel；utility tunnel

Analysis on Design of Foundation Pit Engineering in Guangzhou Design Capital ⋯⋯⋯YANG Kaihiao(236)

Abstract： Comhined with an example of a large—scale deep foundation pit project in the complex

environment of karst area of Guangzhou，the selection principles and design essentials of the fhundation

pit enclosure structure in the complex environment are discussed．The comprehensive analysis is carried

out hv using a varietv of calculation software and is verified accoI’ding to the monitoring results of the

on—site fhundation pit further to check the rationalitv of selecting the enclosure structure，which provides

a certain reference fbr the other deep fbundation pit projects under the similar conditions．

Keywords：fbundation pit engineering；surroundings；selection of fbundation pit support；karst treatment

Analysis on Structural Force and 0ptimization on Section Design of Excavated 0versized—span Layered Tunnel

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Guangwei，SUN Chao。DA Wuqiang，YU Zu伯ng(241)

Abstract： In order to explore the reasonahle section fbrm and optimization ideas of excavated

oversized—span layered tunnel，relying on Wanghai Road Expressway Reconstruction Project，with the

help nf numerical simulation method，the structural fhrce characteristics of oversized—span layered tunnel

are analvzed．The selection of section form，the span optimization and the innuence of covered soil fbr

oversized—span lavered tunnel are studied．The results show that there are prohlems of too large hending

moment of the roof and noor_and the tensile stress in medium plate existing in the oversized—span layered

tunnel． The reasons of the medium plate at the eccentricallv pulled are the span too large and the

insuⅡicient restraint of the lateral soil to the structure．The fhrce perfhrmance of the micro—arch section of

the long—span excavated tunnel is the best． The straight—wall nat—roof section is infbrior to the

straight—wall fhlded—plate section． Bv considering the force perfbrmance， section utilization rate and
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economy of the structure， the straight—wall fblded—plate section is recommended fbr the excavated

long—span layered tunnel．For the structure of oversized—span layered tunnel，the span size contributes to

the greater proportion of structural internal forces，decreases the structural span and the structural force is

improVed obViously，especially can greatly lighten the axial fbrce and bending moment of the medium

plate．Section 1 has the greatest comprehensiVe adVantages in terms of force perfbrmance and engineering

consumption．Under the condition of shallow huriaL it is recommended to replace the overlving soil of roof

with the fbamed concrete to decrease the densitv of the overlving soil so as to reduce the internal fbrce of

the roof section of the tunnel structure and improve the fhrce conditions of the roof plate．

Keywords：excavated tunnel；layered；oversized span；fhrce characteristic；section design

【)iscussion on Design of Rectangular Pipe Jacking with Extra—long Distance Shallow Soil Cover and Large

Section⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ ZHOu Jianhua，DAI Huilan，GAO Jing(246)
Abstract：With the rapid development of urbanization，the urban space beeomes more and more crowded．

It is a deVelopment trend and tideway to adopt the trenchless technology in the underground engineering

constructjon，which has ljttle jmpact on the surroundjng environment．Through the example analvsis of a

rectangular pipe jacking project of utility tunnel，the design key and difficul‘points and solutions of

rectangular pipe jacking project with extra—long distance shallow soil cover and 1arge section in the

water—rich sandv soil layer are introduced． By monitoring the settlement of the buildings near the

construction site，the scheme reliahilitv is validated，the recommended value of ftiction resistance r)er unit

area of pipe wall is giVen and the optimal arrangement of intermediate jacking station in the similar scale

rectangular pipe jacking project is proposed．

Keywords：rectangular pipe jacking；extra—long distance；shallow soil cover；intermediate jacking station

Brief Analysis on InVestment Control Strategy of Civil Engineering of Rail Transit Project
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯GU0 Rui，RONG Chen(249)

Abstract：The investment contr01 of rail transit proiect is difficult because of its 1arge investment and

complex construction．The civil engineering is the largest part of the cost of rail transit project，and is also

one of the keys fhr controlling the inVestment of rail transit projects． Comhined with the engineering

experience in the whole—process cost consulting service of rail transit projects，the essentials and methods

of inVestment control of ciVil engineering in rail transit are analyzed and discussed in order to provide a

re佟rence for the contr01 of project investment．

Keywords：rail tramc；civil engineering；investment control；dynamic control of whole process；change

settlemPnt

Analysis on Economic and Social Bene“ts of Power Cable into Utilitv Tunnel Based on Charging of Utilitv Tunnel

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯JI Yonghong，zHANG Qi，DU Lin，YIN Shirui(253)
Abstract：Combined with the typical case of underground utilitv tunnel in IT Avenue in the construction

area of utility tunnel in Chengdu，the method suitahle fhr calclJlating the paid use fee of underground

utility tunnel in Chengdu is put fhrward，and the charging model of each pipeline fee into utility tunnel

and dailv maintenance fee is built．Based on this。the difference of economic and social bene“ts between

the power cahle into urhan underground utility tunnel and the conventional pipeline laying lines is

studied，and the innuence law of power cable into utilitv tunnel on the cost of power pipeline unit in the

whole life cvcle is systematically analyzed，which provide a theoretical basis fbr the implementation of

charging polity for power cahle intn utilitv tunnel in the fhture．

Keywords：utilitv tunnel：power cable：paid use f宅e

Study on Compiling Method of Supplementary Quota for New Equipment Installation ⋯⋯⋯ HuO Teng(258)
Abstract：In recent years，relying on the design advantages，the EPC general contracting pr()jects with the

increased inVestment and key deVelopment basically involve the industrial proj ects．There are the great
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diⅡbrences in the quota acquisition of relevant new equipment during the early bidding，process financial

eValuation and later audit settlement of the pr()ject． Supplementary quotas need to be prepared． The

releVant work such as engineering hudget，financial evaluationand audit can he completed only after

con{irmation and approVal of reIeVant parties．In the process of preparing supplementary quota，due to the

lack of on—site construction experience of h1Jdget personnel， the engineering hlldget quota is used

incorrectly，which results in inaccurate engineering hudget and huge losses to the units from time to time．

Taking the non—metallic chain plate sludge scraper in Suining Chengnan No．2 Wastewater Treatment

Plant Upgrading and Capacity Expansion Project as an example， and according to the relevant

requirements of the quota station in Sichuan ProVince， the supplementary quota is prepared fhr the

installation of this equipment， and the consumptions of manpower， materials and machines in the

installation process are studied and analyzed to prepare the supplementary quota of non—metallic chain

plate sludge scraper in order to proVide the refarence fbr pricing the installation of chain plate sludge

scraper of the similar new equipment．

Keywords：engineering p“cing；quota suhitem；quota of hudget；supplement quota
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>>>公司简介

青岛润邦防水建材有限公司是一家集科研、生产、施工、服务于一体雕

防腐保温工程专业承包一级资质，致力于建筑防水防腐材料、路面养护

材料为基础，积累了二十几年的防水施工经验，培养了大批防水施工考

以及公路、铁路桥梁防水防腐、路面养护等工程。

■E王猛
路桥防水养护材料：
oJBS环保型桥梁防水涂料

oJBS—C沥青路面养护涂料

oJBS一1500高渗透结晶型硅烷防水剂

oFYT一1改进型沥青防水涂料

oRBS速熔快通路面灌缝胶

。牢巴路瓶装尖嘴式冷灌缝胶

硅烷防水防腐系列产舌
oGW一301异丁基三乙氧基硅烷i

oGW一302膏体硅烷

。硅烷防腐防水涂料

。环氧基硅烷改进型浸渍液

osHJS高渗透改性环氧聚碳硅霸
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